WAVE SCORES: EPIC
What is a wave score
When you play The Guide on MemoryBeach, you receive a Wave score.
When people score like you did, they find they can remember certain things
better than others. How you remember determines your Wave.

Epic wave
Those who find themselves in the Epic Wave group seek out activities with
more than 4 steps and can quickly remember those sequences. Because these
products or activities put big demands on your memory, they typically require a
lot of practice using them, or practice in similar activities.

Epic Waves are truly challenging. These
products require a great deal of practice to effectively
use them or set them up.
Products in our Epic Wave category on MemoryBeach are perfect for
someone who enjoys challenges. These products are great reminder
tools. Setting them up requires someone who likes to follow directions,
figure things out, and problem solve.
For example, they might be good at looking at a complex set of directions,
categorizing them quickly, and then taking on a new activity.
People in the Epic Wave are good at figuring out and fixing things, addressing
complex problems as they surface, and finding their ways around new
locations or forms of transportation.

For Epic Wave products, our LifeGuards are on hand to help explain
how they work.
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Wave Symbols
Light

Epic

These products have certain features that make
them easy to remember between uses.
Example: Writing in a journal every day and
remembering where your pen and journal are, and
what you’d like to write about.

These products need set up, passwords, or
other support. Example: Setting up a home security

system, solving complex financial problems, planning
a trip involving medication management.

Exciting

Vacation

These products require more effort, for more
payoff! Example: Learning how to make a favorite

No matter what Wave interests you, the
Vacation Wave is always easy. Example:

meal and remembering how to improve it.

Remembering where you put your keys, by hanging
them up in the same place by the door every time.

Wave Score Defined
A MemoryBeach Wave Score helps you figure out
how your memory works, and to connect that Wave
Category to products, services, and other solutions
best matched to your current memory skills.
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Wave Score
PRODUCT MENU
Examples of PRODUCTS BY Wave SCORE
Those who score in a Wave Category may find those products matched to
their memory systems the easiest to remember how to use.
A few examples are below.

Light WAVE
Reliable phone & lighting devices that keep these essential devices charged
with built-in back ups if you’re not near power.
Using electronic key & small item location systems.

Exciting WAVE
Playing card games with special, relevant designs to encourage playing, which
reinforces card game rules to remember.
Setting up and maintaining pill reminder systems for home and travel.

Epic WAVE
Setting up a smart home devices such as security systems, or a Google Home,
Amazon Alexa, or similar Internet-Of-Things device, and connecting that device
with your home Internet provider and securing your account.

Vacation WAVE
Backpacks with special protecting pockets that “remind” you where to put
valuable items (to avoid credit card swiping theft).
Drinking cups made from silicone that collapse, with handy pill compartments
built into them!
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